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Directed Regeneration of Osteochondral Tissue by
Hierarchical Assembly of Spatially Organized Composite
Spheroids

Jinkyu Lee, Seoyun Lee, Seung Jae Huh, Byung-Jae Kang, and Heungsoo Shin*

The use of engineered scaffolds or stem cells is investigated widely in the
repair of injured musculoskeletal tissue. However, the combined regeneration
of hierarchical osteochondral tissue remains a challenge due to delamination
between cartilage and subchondral bone or difficulty in spatial control over
differentiation of transplanted stem cells. Here, two types of composite
spheroids are prepared using adipose-derived stem cells (hADSCs) and
nanofibers coated with either transforming growth factor-𝜷3 or bone
morphogenetic growth factor-2 for chondrogenesis or osteogenesis,
respectively. Each type of spheroid is then cultured within a 3D-printed
microchamber in a spatially arranged manner to recapitulate the bilayer
structure of osteochondral tissue. The presence of inductive factors regionally
modulates in vitro chondrogenic or osteogenic differentiation of hADSCs
within the biphasic construct without dedifferentiation. Furthermore, hADSCs
from each spheroid proliferate and sprout and successfully connect the two
layers mimicking the osteochondral interface without apertures. In vivo
transplantation of the biphasic construct onto a femoral trochlear groove
defect in rabbit knee joint results in 21.2 ± 2.8% subchondral bone
volume/total volume and a cartilage score of 25.0 ± 3.7. The present
approach can be an effective therapeutic platform to engineer complex tissue.

1. Introduction

Tissue engineering has achieved significant progress during
the past few decades as a paradigm capable of reconstructing
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damaged organs, in particular, for poten-
tially curing patients with osteochondral
disorders.[1,2] The osteochondral tissue is
composed of cartilage and subchondral
bone, which are linked biologically and
functionally to each other, and this func-
tional complexity and hierarchical struc-
ture often hinder recovery after damage.[3]

Common treatment includes the use of
defect-specific 3D-printed biomaterials en-
gineered with instructive biomolecules and
cells that can adjust the size and porosity
of scaffolds according to shape of defects.[4]

Previous studies using 3D-printed scaf-
folds have reported regeneration of carti-
lage or bone defect; for example, a 3D-
printed polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffold
with mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and
osteoinductive deferoxamine was studied
for regeneration of a critical-sized bone
defect,[5] and a silk/fibrin and gelatin scaf-
fold with bone marrow-derived stem cells
(BMSCs) cultured in a chondrogenic in
vitro environment was used for cartilage
reconstruction.[6] Although these previous
approaches enhanced the regeneration of

each target tissue, it remains challenging to achieve simultane-
ous distinct structural and functional characteristics of cartilage
and subchondral bone.[7,8]
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To mimic the hierarchical structure of osteochondral tissue,
a biphasic scaffold consisting of two layers has been studied.
In general, soft materials engineered with chondroinductive
molecules have been used for cartilage regeneration,[9] while
subchondral bone formation is induced with the use of hard
synthetic polymers or ceramics engineered with osteoinductive
molecules.[10,11] However, delamination of the two layers often
causes tissue disjunction between the regenerated cartilage and
subchondral bone, and the rapid infiltration of connective tis-
sues (CT) within the construct hinders the overall regeneration
capacity.[10–13] Alternatively, the loading of cells on biphasic scaf-
folds increases the secretion of inductive cytokines and allows for
stronger interface formation through cell–cell interactions, re-
sulting in improved and effective osteochondral tissue repair.[14]

For example, chondrocytes (or stem cells) and pre-differentiated
osteogenic cells can be seeded onto the cartilage and subchondral
bone layer, respectively, and cultured with tissue-engineered 3D
osteochondral tissue until in vivo transplantation.[15,16] Moreover,
chondrogenic and osteogenic cells can be bio-printed within
a one-step synthesized 3D scaffold to prevent delamination of
layers.[17] The aforementioned approaches enhance the regen-
eration efficacy relative to the use of biphasic scaffolds without
cells. However, the reconstruction of host-like osteochondral
tissue is difficult due to several problems including the loss of
cells during cell seeding, compromised cell viability within a
bio-printed structure, immune rejection of pre-differentiated
cells, difficulty adjusting medium composition for co-
culturing chondrogenic and osteogenic cells, and/or undesired
dedifferentiation.[16–19]

Multicellular aggregates (or spheroids) from various cell types
have been studied as a tissue engineering module of several
target organs including cardiovascular, nerve, skin, and muscu-
loskeletal tissues.[20] Spheroids are formed by spontaneous cel-
lular assembly, mimicking a natural tissue-like microenviron-
ment with elevated paracrine signaling and cell–extracellular ma-
trix (ECM) interactions.[21] A large 3D tissue can be formed by
self-assembly of spheroids using omnidirectional cell-to-cell in-
teractions between adherent surficial cells, and the inner cells
spread homogeneously within the engineered tissue through
spontaneous ECM remodeling and cell migration.[22] Moreover,
the spheroids have been hierarchically arranged to recapitu-
late the shape of a specific host tissue structure. For exam-
ple, the spheroids can be hooked by needles (Kenzan method),
encapsulated within a hydrogel, and bio-printed within poly-
meric scaffolds.[23] However, the construct often revealed diffu-
sion limitation because the surficial cells on the 3D tissue are
compacted densely, causing issues such as difficulty in control-
ling the differentiation of inner cells and limited regeneration
after in vivo implantation.[24] The diffusion limitation within
spheroids can be mitigated by a dynamic culture system us-
ing bioreactors[25] or hybridized spheroid formation with micro-
sized particles or nanofibers.[26] Recently, we reported composite
stem cell spheroids fabricated with ECM-mimicking fragmented
fibers (100 μm of length) immobilized with cell-instructive
biomolecules. The fibers incorporated within spheroids partially
mitigated diffusion limitation and induced differentiation of
stem cells into a specific lineage under general media by effec-
tive and homogeneous delivery of instructive signals to stem cells
within the spheroid.[27,28]

Taken together, the current investigations using spheroids and
3D scaffolds improve the regeneration of individual cartilage or
bone tissue. However, the absence of techniques to direct chon-
drogenic and osteogenic differentiation of stem cells within a 3D
structure in a spatially controlled manner seems to have impeded
the reconstruction of osteochondral tissue. In this study, we hy-
pothesized that the inductive growth factors provided by ECM-
mimicking fibers within the spheroid could induce the chondro-
genic or osteogenic differentiation of stem cells, and spatially ar-
ranged spheroids could be fused to form a strong interface mim-
icking osteochondral tissue without delamination. The viability
and spontaneous chondrogenic or osteogenic differentiation of
the cells within the engineered spheroids cultured in a general
growth medium were investigated by in vitro analysis. In addi-
tion, the controlled differentiation of stem cells within spheroids
and delamination on the interface of the biphasic construct were
assessed. Finally, the spatially and functionally directed 3D tissue-
engineered construct was transplanted in vivo onto an osteochon-
dral defect and revealed significantly enhanced osteochondral tis-
sue regeneration in native cartilage and bone.

2. Results

In this study, we developed a platform combining approaches
that position osteogenic and chondrogenic composite spheroids
(bottom-up) onto a 3D-printed microchamber (top-down) to pre-
pare a biphasic construct (Scheme 1). The construct, which
structurally and functionally mimics natural osteochondral tis-
sue, showed successful in vitro differentiation of stem cells for
each osteogenic or chondrogenic lineage without dedifferentia-
tion and enhanced in vivo tissue regeneration after transplanta-
tion. All the sample codes of composite spheroids used in this
study are summarized in Table 1.

2.1. Preparation of Composite Spheroids

The field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) im-
ages of the polydopamine (PD)-coated fragmented fibers (PF)
and the bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2) or transforming
growth factor-beta 3 (TGF-𝛽3)-immobilized fibers (BF and TF, re-
spectively) demonstrated that the morphologies of fibers were not
changed after coating (Figure S1a, Supporting Information), and
94.9 ± 2.7% of BMP-2 and 95.7 ± 0.2% of TGF-𝛽3 fibers were
coated successfully (Figure S1b, Supporting Information). The
X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of the fibers revealed carbon
(C1s, 288 eV), oxygen (O1s, 533 eV), and nitrogen (N1s, 399 eV)
peaks for the fibers, while sulfur (S2p, 163 eV) was found only
on BF and TF (Figure S1c, Supporting Information). The high-
resolution of the N1s peak for the fibers demonstrated that N1s
was detected more clearly in the BF and TF than in the PF (Figure
S1d, Supporting Information), and that the S2p peak was found
on each BF and TF, but not on PF (Figure S1e, Supporting In-
formation). Each type of fiber (PF, BF, and TF) was mixed with
human adipose-derived stem cells (hADSCs) to obtain composite
spheroids, which were termed PS, BS, and TS, respectively. Fur-
thermore, the PS was cultured in BMP-2 or TGF-𝛽3 diluted me-
dia (PS/B and PS/T, respectively) as a control group. The phase-
contrast images showed that the spheroids retained their spheri-
cal shape until 21 d, but debris of cells and fibers was found on the
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the formation of chondrogenic or osteogenic composite spheroids and the fabrication of biphasic construct positions
with the spheroids for transplantation. Growth factors were immobilized on the fragmented fibers, which were hybridized with stem cells to form each
type of spheroid. The spheroids were positioned hierarchically on each well of a 3D-printed microchamber to form biphasic layers. The biphasic construct
was transplanted onto an osteochondral defect for in vivo analysis.

Table 1. Sample codes of the composite spheroids.

Sample code hADSCs spheroids w/BMP-2 immobilized
fibers

w/TGF-𝛽3 immobilized
fibers

BMP-2 diluted medium TGF-𝛽3 diluted medium

PS O X X X X

PS/B O X X O X

PS/T O X X X O

BS O O X X X

TS O X O X X

PS but not the BS and TS (Figure 1a). The sizes of PS, PS/B, PS/T,
BS, and TS decreased at 21 d and were not significantly different
among the groups at any time point (Figure 1b). A DNA assay
demonstrated that 45.5 ± 2.2% and 45.3 ± 0.6% of DNA from
BS and TS was retained after 21 d, respectively, but only 32.4 ±
1.2%, 32.9 ± 1.3%, and 40.1 ± 1.9% of DNA was retained for PS,
PS/B, and PS/T, respectively (Figure 1c). Hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) staining showed that the cells and fibers in all composite
spheroids were homogeneously distributed at day 3 (Figure S2a,
Supporting Information), but the PS, PS/B, and PS/T showed dis-
connected membranes featured as unstained areas (black arrows)
in each spheroid; these were not found in BS or TS after 21 d (Fig-
ure S2b, Supporting Information). Furthermore, the SEM im-
ages confirmed the densification of all spheroids over 21 d (Fig-
ure S2a,b, Supporting Information). However, the PS revealed an
undensified surface structure where incorporated fibers were ex-
posed and visualized on the surface of the spheroid (Figure S2b,
Supporting Information).

The osteogenic gene expression of stem cells from PS, PS/B,
and BS demonstrated that greater gene expression in PS/B than
PS except for collagen type 1a (Col1a) (Figure 1d). On the other
hand, all gene expression of the cells from BS were significantly
more enhanced than those of both PS and PS/B; for example,
the osteocalcin (OCN) expression of cells from PS/B and BS was

1.3 ± 0.1 and 2.0 ± 0.2 fold higher, respectively, and the Col1a
expression was 4.2 ± 0.1 and 6.6 ± 0.2 fold higher than those of
PS, respectively (Figure 1d). The deposited calcium content with
a similar tendency was 4.4 ± 0.8, 2.5 ± 0.7, and 2.1 ± 0.7 μg in
BS, PS/B, and PS, respectively (Figure 1e). The investigation on
chondrogenic gene expression of hADSCs from PS, PS/T, and
TS demonstrated that cells from TS had a significantly more en-
hanced expression for all genes than did the other groups (Fig-
ure 1f). For example, the aggrecan (AGG) and collagen type 2a
(Col2a) expression of the cells from TS was 2.1 ± 0.3 and 20.4 ±
1.3 times greater than those of PS, respectively, and those of PS/T
were 1.2 ± 0.1 and 13.7 ± 0.5 times greater. A dimethylmethy-
lene blue (DMMB) assay showed amounts of glycosaminogly-
cans (GAGs) of 5.4 ± 0.3, 4.3 ± 0.4, and 4.3 ± 0.3 μg in TS,
PS/T, and PS, respectively (Figure 1g). Alizarin red S and alcian
blue staining demonstrated a strong intensity of reddish and blue
color throughout the whole sectioned area of the spheroid in BS
and TS, while the stained colors of PS/B and PS/T were greater
than those of PS, but mainly were deposited on the surface of
each spheroid (Figure 1h,i). Taken together, these findings indi-
cate that, compared with PS/B and PS/T, BS and TS showed the
greater osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation despite be-
ing cultured in a general growth medium that did not contain
differentiation supplements.
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Figure 1. Preparation of osteogenic or chondrogenic composite spheroids. a) Phase-contrast images of PS, BS, and TS cultured for 21 d in vitro (white
arrow: cell and fiber debris, scale bar = 250 μm). b) Size change of the spheroids over 21 d (n = 6). c) Relative DNA contents of the spheroids after 21 d
compared with those of day 1 (n = 6). d) Osteogenic gene expression of hADSCs from PS, PS/B, and BS (n = 3) and e) the amount of deposited calcium
ions from each spheroid after 21 d (n = 5). f) Chondrogenic gene expression of hADSCs from PS, PS/T, and TS (n = 3) and g) the amount of GAGs
from each spheroid after 21 d (n = 5). h) Alizarin red S staining of the cross-sectioned spheroids of PS, PS/B, and BS and i) alcian blue staining of the
cross-sectioned spheroids of PS, PS/T, and TS (scale bar = 200 μm). All statistical analyses were performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
* = p < 0.05 and *** = p < 0.001.

2.2. Preparation of 3D-Printed Microchambers and Positioning of
Spheroids

The amount of PD coated on the surface of the microchamber
was increased and the color of the chamber became darker with
coating time (Figure 2a). The FESEM images of the chambers
showed that the morphologies of lattice wells and strands were
not changed after PD coating, but homogeneously distributed PD
particles were detected on the surface of the PD-coated cham-
ber in the high-magnified image (Figure S3a, Supporting Infor-
mation). The XPS spectrum demonstrated that the carbon (C1s,
288 eV) and oxygen (O1s, 533 eV) peaks were common, while the
nitrogen (N1s, 399 eV) peak was generated only after PD coating,
and the high-resolution carbon spectrum showed the C–N bond
(286.0 eV) only on the surfaces of the PD-coated chambers (Fig-
ure S3b, Supporting Information). The hydrophobic PCL cham-
ber became hydrophilic with PD coating because the chamber
was immersed in media. Thus, stable positioning of spheroids
onto each chamber was achieved easily without spheroid escape
(Figure 2b). In contrast, the spheroids were hard to load within
the uncoated hydrophobic PCL chamber floating on the medium,

and the unloaded spheroids collected at the bottom of the cul-
ture plate (Figure 2b). The spheroids of PS, BS, and TS were
loaded within PD-coated microchamber and cultured for 21 d.
The DNA content increased by 119.1 ± 8.3% and 133.2 ± 6.6%
in the group with BS and TS after 21 d, respectively, while that
of PS increased by 102.6 ± 9.2% (Figure 2c). The phase-contrast
images of PS, BS, and TS cultured within chambers indicated
that each spheroid initially fit each well of the chamber, and H&E
staining revealed that the cells from each spheroid were spread
toward the borderlines of a chamber and filled the spaces after
21 d (Figure 2d). Furthermore, the majority of cells in a cham-
ber showed positive viability regardless of group (Figure 2d).
The SEM images demonstrate filopodia of sprouting cells from
a spheroid bound to the wall of the chamber, and each well was
occupied with proliferating cells, which also migrated along the
strands of the chamber (vertically sectioned images) (Figure 2e).
The images of vertically sectioned samples revealed that the cells
from a spheroid, which initially was positioned on the support-
ing strands in a well of the chamber and then migrated and
proliferated along the wall to the top of the chamber over 21 d
(Figure 2e).
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Figure 2. Preparation of 3D-printed microchambers and positioning of spheroids. a) Optical images of chambers and the number of amine groups
from the microchambers depending on PD coating time (n = 4). b) Optical images of each microchamber with or without PD coating after dipping the
chambers into media and loading the spheroids (scale bar = 4 mm). c) DNA content of the cells in each PS, BS, and TS loaded within chamber at days
1 and 21 (n = 4). d) Phase-contrast images of a well organized with each PS, BS, and TS at day 1 (scale bar = 250 μm), and H&E staining and live and
dead staining of each group after 21 d (scale bar = 200 μm). e) SEM images of the groups from the top view (scale bar = 500 μm), the portions with red
boxes were enlarged in high magnification (scale bar = 100 μm), and their vertically cross-sectioned images (scale bar = 500 μm). All statistical analyses
were performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). * = p < 0.05 and *** = p < 0.001.

2.3. In Vitro Differentiation of the hADSCs from Spheroids
Positioned within the Chambers

Alizarin red S and Col1a staining of cross-sectioned samples cul-
turing PS and BS within chambers demonstrated more intense
calcium mineral deposition and Col1a-positive cell staining in BS
than PS (Figure 3a,b). Quantitatively, 28.4 ± 0.7 μg of calcium
minerals were deposited and 98.7 ± 0.1% of cells were positive
for Col1a in the group cultued with BS, while those of PS were
16.6 ± 1.2 μg and 10.6 ± 4.6%, respectively (Figure 3c,d). Con-
sistent with staining results, the osteogenic gene expression of
hADSCs was more significantly enhanced in BS group than PS
group; for example, the osterix (OSX) and Col1a expression of
the cells from BS was 51.1 ± 7.3 and 16.7 ± 3.9 fold greater
than those of PS, respectively (Figure 3e). In chondrogenic dif-

ferentiation, alcian blue and Col2a staining revealed stronger
staining for GAGs and Col2a cells in the group cultured with
TS than that with PS (Figure 3f,g). Quantitative analysis con-
firmed that 45.7 ± 8.6 μg of GAGs and 98.6 ± 0.6% of cells were
positive for Col2a in TS, while those in PS were 28.2 ± 3.0 μg
and 11.9 ± 1.0%, respectively (Figure 3h,i). Similarly, chondro-
genic gene expression of hADSCs was significantly enhanced
in TS group compared with PS group, with expression of AGG
and Col2a in the cells from TS at 52.1 ± 1.6 and 16.1 ± 5.3
fold greater than in those of PS, respectively (Figure 3e). Simi-
lar to the gene expression results, the protein secretion showed
that the significantly greater amount of BMP-2 (44.7 ± 4.7 ng)
and TGF-𝛽3 (25.5 ± 0.0 ng) was observed from spheroids in-
corporating the fibers with BMP-2 (Figure S4a, Supporting In-
formation) and TGF-𝛽3 (Figure S4b, Supporting Information)
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Figure 3. In vitro differentiation of hADSCs from spheroids within the chambers. For osteogenic differentiation, a) alizarin red S and b) Col1a IHC
staining of horizontally cross-sectioned chambers carrying PS or BS (dotted lines: borderline of chamber well, scale bar = 200 μm). c) Deposited calcium
contents and d) Col1a-positive cells from each PS and BS loaded chamber (n = 6). e) Osteogenic gene expression of cells from the groups (n = 3).
For chondrogenic differentiation, f) alcian blue and b) Col2a IHC staining of horizontally cross-sectioned chambers carrying PS or TS (dotted lines:
borderline of chamber well, scale bar = 200 μm). c) Amounts of GAGs and d) Col2a-positive cells from each PS and TS positioned chamber (n = 6). e)
Chondrogenic gene expression of the cells from the groups (n = 3). The statistical analyses for PCR investigations were performed by one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA), and the others were by Student’s t-test. * = p < 0.05 and *** = p < 0.001.
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Figure 4. In vitro integration of BS and TS organized microchambers to form a biphasic structure. a) Schematic illustration of the process to integrate
the chambers carrying BS or TS, and the illustration of spheroids positioned inside an integrated well. SEM images of b) vertically cross-sectioned (scale
bar = 250 μm) and c) outside of BS/TS (scale bar = 500 μm) (green: cells; black dotted line: borderline between chambers). d) Phase-contrast image of
BS/TS from the top view (scale bar = 500 μm). e) Optical image of BS/TS being held out of culturing medium by forceps (white dotted line: borderline
between chambers, scale bar = 4 mm).

during 21 d relative to PS group (12.5 ± 1.0 and 0.4 ± 0.0 ng),
respectively.

2.4. Preparation of Biphasic Construct

A schematic illustration explains how the chambers cultured
with BS and TS were hierarchically integrated to prepare a bipha-
sic construct (BS/TS) (Figure 4a). We placed two BS or one TS
within each well of the chamber with a height of 2 or 1 mm for po-
tential bone or cartilage regeneration, respectively, and the wells
were placed facing each other (Figure 4a). The FESEM image of
vertically cross-sectioned BS/TS showed that the cells from BS
and TS (colored green) migrated along the walls of each cham-
ber and made contacts at the borderline of each chamber (black
dotted line). In addition, the two initially loaded BS were fused as
a large cellgregate with interconnected regions (Figure 4b). Fur-

thermore, the outside view of the FESEM image of the BS/TS
showed that the proliferating cells tended to cover the outer wall
of the 3D construct without disconnection between layers after
prolonged in vitro cultivation (Figure 4c). The phase-contrast im-
age from the top view of the 3D construct showed that the BS and
TS were stacked together in rows, while the wells were conflu-
ent with spreading and migrating cells from the spheroids (Fig-
ure 4d). Finally, the 3D construct was removed from the medium
while picking up the only chamber carrying BS, but the construct
was not separated because the cells sprouted and bridged within
the two chambers (Figure 4e).

2.5. In Vitro Differentiation of hADSCs within the Construct

As shown in Figure 5a, the intensity of alizarin red S staining
of vertically cross-sectioned BS/TS faded from left to right (the
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direction of positioning two BS to that of TS). The cells within
the chamber carrying BS were stained red, the sprouting cells ap-
peared reddish but with reduced intensity, and those of TS were
stained weakly (Figure 5b). Alcian blue stain showed the opposite
tendency in that the TS showed strong blue staining, the spread-
ing cells were brighter blue color, and those of BS were stained
weakly (Figure 5c). The collagen-immunohistochemistry (IHC)
staining of BS/TS clearly distinguished the distinct characteris-
tics of BS and TS such that the majority of the cells in BS was
positive for Col1a (Figure 5d), and 99.5 ± 0.4% of spreading cells
in Area 1 were positive for Col1a, while only 9.5 ± 1.9% of cells in
Area 3 from TS were stained (Figure 5e). Meanwhile, the majority
of cells in TS was positive for Col2a (Figure 5f), with 97.2 ± 1.7%
of migrating cells in Area 3 stained though few cells in Area 1
were stained (Figure 5g). The cells in the intermediate area (Area
2) revealed a middle propensity, 43.1 ± 9.8% were stained with
Col1a and 46.7 ± 2.4% were stained with Col2a (Figure 5e,g). To
confirm the osteogenic or chondrogenic lineage of the cells in
the chambers containing BS or TS, the 3D construct was cross-
sectioned horizontally for IHC staining (Figure 5h). As a result,
cells in the BS area were stained for osteogenic genes (72.9 ±
10.9% positive for osteopontin, OPN) (Figure 5i,j), while those in
TS revealed chondrogenicity (54.7 ± 16.1% positive for SRY-box
transcription factor 9, SOX9) (Figure 5k,l).

2.6. In Vivo Implantation of Spheroid-Laden 3D Biphasic
Constructs onto Rabbit Osteochondral Defects

The optical images after harvesting the PD-coated microcham-
ber without spheroids (Chamber), Chamber loaded with PS, and
biphasic construct (BS/TS) transplanted tissues showed that the
newly generated tissues on PS and BS/TS groups covered the
original defect area (dotted line), while that on Chamber group
was regenerated weakly (Figure 6a). The X-ray images of os-
teochondral tissues from the Defect, Chamber, PS, and BS/TS
groups revealed that subchondral bones formed and filled the
defect area in the BS/TS implanted group. However, weaker
regeneration of bones was found in the Defect and chamber
groups (Figure 6b). The 3D images from microcomputed tomog-
raphy (μCT) investigation showed the tendency more clearly (Fig-
ure 6c). The newly formed bone tissue in the Defect group was
relatively thin near the cartilage layer, and the subchondral bone
layer was regenerated weakly. The bone tissue regenerated in the
Chamber and PS groups exhibited features of trabecular bones
in the subchondral bone layer, but limited tissue formation was
observed near the cartilage layer. Unlike the other groups, the
BS/TS group revealed improved formation of trabecular bones in
both the subchondral bone and near the cartilage layer. Likewise,

the bone volume/total volume (BV/TV) was greatest in the BS/TS
group (21.2 ± 2.8%) compared to that from the Defect (9.3 ±
0.5%), Chamber (11.0 ± 1.7%), and PS (12.6 ± 1.4%) groups
(Figure 6d). Specifically, the analyses of trabecular bone num-
ber (Th.N) (Figure S5a, Supporting Information) and trabecular
bone separation (Tb.Sp) (Figure S5b, Supporting Information)
indicated that relatively the more segmented, disconnected (islet
structured), and underdeveloped trabecular bones were found
in the Defect (Th.Sp; 1.5 ± 0.3 mm), Chamber (Th.Sp; 1.4 ±
0.4 mm), and PS (Th.Sp; 1.7± 0.4) groups comparing with that of
BS/TS group (Th.Sp; 0.3 ± 0.1 mm) while the number of trabec-
ular bones were not significantly different with each other. The
H&E staining in the images of the Defect group showed connec-
tive tissues in the cartilage area, and the thin and linear com-
pact bones were formed following the tissues, although most of
the subchondral bone area was empty (Figure 6e). The images of
the Chamber group indicate that the cartilage tissues and lamella
structured bone tissues were not formed in the defect area (Fig-
ure 6f). In the PS group, trabecular bones and immature bones
were formed in the subchondral bone layer, but the only fibrocar-
tilages were found in the cartilage layer (Figure 6g). Unlike the
other groups, the images of the BS/TS group showed that the ma-
ture articular cartilage and the subchondral bone layer were filled
with a large amount of newly formed trabecular bone (Figure 6h).

Safranin O staining demonstrated strongly stained articular
cartilage only in the BS/TS group (Figure 7a). A large amount of
tissue was formed in the cartilage layer of the PS group, although
the tissues were immature fibrocartilage that was weakly stained
and contained no lacunae structures (Figure 7a). Cartilage tis-
sues (strongly stained in red) were not found in the Defect and C
groups (Figure 7a). Masson’s trichrome staining demonstrated
that most of the tissues regenerated in Chamber, PS, and BS/TS
were stained blue, indicating the newly formed osteoid tissues
rich in collagens; however, the tissue in the subchondral bone
layer of the Defect group mainly was stained red, which shows
the lack of active bone regeneration (Figure 7b). Histological
scoring for overall defect, subchondral bone, and cartilage of the
groups was then performed; more enhanced and host tissue-like
mature regeneration was found in the BS/TS group than in the
other groups (Figure S6a–c, Supporting Information). Of the
regenerated subchondral bone, 80% was considered trabecular
with compact bone, whereas 100% and 80% were compact
with fibrous bone in the Chamber and PS groups, respectively
(Figure 7c). In the case of cartilage morphology, 20% and 60%
of tissues on BS/TS had complete and mainly hyaline cartilage
features, respectively, while 40% and 80% of tissues in the
Chamber and PS groups were fibrocartilage (Figure 7d). Taken
together, the total histological scores were 11.8 ± 1.9, 12.2 ± 2.9,
16.6 ± 1.3, and 25.0 ± 3.7 in the Defect, Chamber, PS, and BS/TS

Figure 5. In vitro differentiation of stem cells within biphasic construct. a) Schematic illustration of the process in a vertical cross section of BS/TS. b)
Alizarin red S and c) alcian blue staining of vertically cross-sectioned BS/TS (dotted line: borderline between BS and TS loaded microchambers, scale
bar = 200 μm). d) Col1a IHC staining of vertically sectioned BS/TS (scale bar = 200 μm) and e) the ratio of Col1a-positive cells in the red boxes (n =
6), and f) Col2a IHC staining of vertically cross-sectioned BS/TS (scale bar = 200 μm) and g) the ratio of Col2a-positive cells in the red boxes (n = 6)
(Area 1: cells spread from BS, Area 2: cells near the borderline, Area 3: cells spread from TS). h) Schematic illustration of a horizontal cross section of
BS/TS. i) OPN IHC staining of horizontally cross-sectioned BS/TS and j) the ratio of OPN-positive cells (n = 4), and k) SOX9 IHC staining of horizontally
sectioned BS/TS and i) the ratio of SOX9-positive cells (n = 4) (dotted line: a chamber well). The statistical analyses for the ratio of Col1a and Col2a
positive cells were performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), and the others were by Student’s t-test. * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, and *** =
p < 0.001.
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Figure 6. In vivo analysis after transplantation of spheroid-laden biphasic construct. a) Optical images of harvested osteochondral tissues from Chamber,
PS, and BS/TS groups (scale bar = 4 mm). b) X-ray images (red boxes indicate defect area) and c) 3D images from 𝜇CT analysis of the Defect, Chamber,
PS, and BS/TS groups (region of interest, ROI, indicating defect area is colored in orange, scale bar = 4 mm). d) BV/TV values from 𝜇CT analysis of the
groups (n = 7), and the statistical analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (* = p < 0.05 and *** = p < 0.001). H&E staining
of e) Defect, f) Chamber, g) PS, and h) BS/TS groups (scale bar = 1 mm) (the portions with “*” are in high magnification (scale bar = 100 μm); dotted
line, defect area; CT, connective tissue; CB, compact bone; IB, immature bone; P, PCL chamber; FC, fibrocartilage; NB, new trabecular bone; NC, new
articular cartilage).

groups, respectively (Figure 7e). The IHC staining of AGG from
the sectioned samples of the groups indicated that the signals
were clearly shown in the BS/TS group but rarely shown in the
other groups (Figure S6d, Supporting Information). In OCN
staining, the positive signals were represented strongly in BS/TS
transplanted group, weakly shown in PS-loaded chamber trans-

planted group, and rarely shown in the other groups (Figure
S6d, Supporting Information). Furthermore, the human nucleic
antigen (HNA)-staining of the regenerated tissues demonstrated
that 15.1 ± 1.1% and 15.2 ± 0.8% of nuclei were co-stained with
HNA, from the group transplanted with PS and BS/TS, respec-
tively, which were not found in Defect only and no spheroid
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Figure 7. Histological analysis and scoring of rabbit tissues. a) Safranin O and b) Masson’s trichrome staining of harvested osteochondral tissues of
the Defect, Chamber, PS, and BS/TS groups. Histological scoring for c) subchondral bone or d) cartilage morphology of the regenerated tissues from
each group and e) the total scores for each parameter (n = 5), and the statistical analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (***
= p < 0.001).

transplantation groups (Figures S6d and S7, Supporting Infor-
mation). These results confirmed that the transplanted cells
were partially implicated in neo-cartilage and bone formation.

3. Discussion

In this study, we developed composite spheroids of hADSCs
containing fibers immobilized with growth factors directing dif-
ferentiation toward either chondrogenic or osteogenic lineage.
Then, we showed that the composite spheroids positioned in a
micro-chamber acted as the cartilage or subchondral bone layer,
which was bridged stably without delamination by reunion of
sprouting and proliferating hADSCs. Finally, we demonstrated
that the transplanted 3D biphasic construct induced regeneration

of osteochondral tissue in a rabbit femoral trochlear groove defect
model.

The growth factors were immobilized stably on the PD-coated
fibers (Figure S1b, Supporting Information) through chemical
reactions of the primary amine and thiol groups in the protein
molecules with the o-quinone groups on the PD.[29] Similar
processes have been reported in previous studies, where BMP-2
or TGF-𝛽 has been immobilized on PD-coated poly(lactic-co-
glycolic acid) (PLGA)/hydroxyapatite (HA) or a gelatin hydrogel
with greater than 80% efficiency.[12,30] The immobilized growth
factors were active biologically in modulation of proliferation
and differentiation of hADSCs, as shown in Figure 1. This
was consistent with previous reports that BMP-2 and TGF-𝛽3
are not only potent regulators of osteogenic and chondrogenic
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differentiation in MSCs, respectively, but also involved in their
proliferation, chemotaxis,[31] and pro-proliferative growth factor
secretion.[32] In general, the diffusional limitation within a
spheroid is caused by the strong cell–cell compaction within
large spheroids (>500 μm diameter) and inhibits the penetration
of biomolecules. For example, spheroids composed of MSCs or
BMSCs cultured in an osteogenic medium containing BMP-2
showed minimal enhancement of Runx2 expression compared
to a spheroid group without inductive factors.[33,34] Additionally,
the SOX9 expression of MSCs within the spheroid cultured in
a chondrogenic medium containing TGF-𝛽 was similar to that
of the control, indicating that the diffusional limitation should
be addressed for effective differentiation of stem cells within
spheroids.[35] As shown in Figure 1, the gene expression in pre-
vious studies was similar to our results (PS/B and PS/T), where
the spheroids were stimulated externally during culture in vitro
while the growth factors immobilized on the fibers upregulated
osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation of hADSCs more
effectively from the inside of BS and TS.

In our previous studies, we demonstrated that fibers decorated
with biominerals and platelet-derived growth factors dramatically
enhanced the osteogenic and endothelial differentiation of hAD-
SCs within a spheroid.[27] To define the effective doses of BMP-2
and TGF-𝛽3, the in vitro osteogenic or chondrogenic differenti-
ation was investigated to the spheroids incorporating 0, 50, 100,
and 150 ng of each BMP-2 or TGF-𝛽3 immobilized fragmented
fibers (Figure S8, Supporting Information). As a result, the 100
and 150 ng of BMP-2 significantly enhanced the osteogenic dif-
ferentiation of hADSCs within a spheroid, but the difference was
not found between 100 and 150 ng groups, for example, the 1.4 ±
0.1, 2.1 ± 0.1, and 2.0 ± 0.0 times enhanced OSX expressions
were found in the groups incorporating 50, 100, and 150 ng of
BMP-2 than the spheroid without BMP-2, respectively (Figure
S8a, Supporting Information). Similarly, the 100 and 150 ng of
TGF-𝛽3 significantly enhanced the chondrogenic differentiation
of hADSCs within a spheroid, but the difference was generally
not found between 100 and 150 ng groups, for example, the
0.8 ± 0.1, 3.9 ± 0.1, and 2.2 ± 0.2 times enhanced CHAD ex-
pressions were found in the groups incorporating 50, 100, and
150 ng of TGF-𝛽3 than the spheroid without TGF-𝛽3, respectively
(Figure S8b, Supporting Information). Considering these results,
we used 100 ng/spheroid as for the preparation of composite
spheroids. Using biomaterials to regulate the phenotype of stem
cells directing to chondrocyte[9,36] or osteoblast is a promising ap-
proach for effective osteochondral tissue regeneration.[37] Hwang
et al. previously demonstrated that the undifferentiated adipose-
derived stem cells showed 2–3 times downregulated SOX9, AGG,
and Col2a gene expressions than the chondrocytes.[38] Further-
more, one previous study also demonstrated that the osteoblasts
represented three times enhanced RUNX2, OSX, and OCN ex-
pressions than the human mesenchymal stem cells.[39] Compar-
ing those results with BS and TS, the spheroids showed the simi-
lar level of each osteogenic or chondrogenic gene expression than
undifferentiated PS group, and the Col1a and Col2a were 6.6 ±
0.2 and 20.4 ± 1.3 times increased, respectively (Figure 1d,f).
Thus, it was reasonable to define that the BS and TS were suc-
cessfully differentiated into osteoblasts and chondrocyte, respec-
tively. Taken together, our results imply that the differentiation
of stem cells can be modulated effectively and independently by

specific growth factors from inside spheroids cultured in a gen-
eral growth medium.

Stem cell spheroids have been transplanted for various tissue
engineering purposes including vascularization[40] and bone and
cartilage reconstruction.[41] However, the difficulty of localization
and severe aggregation of spheroids often limit homogeneous
delivery and inhibit natural tissue-like regeneration.[42] Alterna-
tively, spheroids were loaded in a hydrogel for delivery to improve
the retention, but the limitation in cell spreading within a gel, dif-
ficulty in diffusion of biomolecules, and rapid degradation of a gel
in vivo remain problems.[43] In contrast, the highly porous struc-
ture of 3D-printed scaffolds could mitigate the diffusion prob-
lem by spheroid positioning within the well to prevent aggrega-
tion. For example, the spheroids of MSCs and adipose-derived
stromal cells were positioned within a 3D-printed polyethylene
glycol (PEG) modified poly(𝜄-glutamic acid) scaffold[44] and a
melt-electrowritten PCL scaffold,[45] and the cells from loaded
spheroids showed positive viability. Despite the advantages of a
3D-printed structure as a carrier of spheroids, the hydrophobic-
ity of PCL is unfavorable for cell adhesion and can allow escape
of spheroids from the scaffold during in vivo implantation.[46] In
this study, we used a mussel-inspired PD coating method to en-
hance cell binding affinity, as it has been used commonly on var-
ious materials including ceramics, glass, and polymers through
𝜋–𝜋 interactions.[47] The surface coating not only made the cham-
ber hydrophilic to sink rapidly into the medium but also en-
hanced cell spreading on the material by providing cell binding
moieties through serum-protein adsorption.[48] Thus, the loaded
spheroids were retained stably within each chamber (Figure 2b),
and the cells from spheroids could proliferate (Figure 2c) and oc-
cupy the void spaces of the chamber (Figure 2e).

To enhance the reconstruction of complex osteochondral tis-
sue, pre-differentiated spheroids composed of MSCs or hAD-
SCs were positioned in an aspiration-assisted bio-printed scaf-
fold or chitosan/chitin hydrogel and revealed 12-fold increase in
Runx2 expression and 10 μg of GAG formation, respectively.[49,50]

Each result was less than that of the cells within BS (Figure 3e)
and TS (Figure 3h) organized chambers because the composite
spheroids (BS and TS) received instructive signals from the in-
side of each spheroid. In addition, the effects on differentiation
were much greater when each spheroid was positioned within
the PD-coated microchamber (Figure 3). The reason for this
could be the increased numbers of cells and cell–cell interactions
within a chamber to induce rapid signaling transduction through
autocrine and paracrine effects and amplify differentiation.[51]

Thus, the immobilized BMP-2 and TGF-𝛽3 on the incorporated
fibers within each BS and TS independently induced osteogenic
and chondrogenic differentiation of hADSCs in the microcham-
ber and exchanged signals with adherent cells, although each
construct was cultured in general medium with no differentia-
tion supplements.

In previous approaches, the delivery of osteogenic (BMP-2)
and chondrogenic (TGF-𝛽3) growth factors has been investigated
with the biphasic scaffolds for osteochondral tissue regenera-
tion, however, the reconstruction of the critical sized defect was
difficult to be achieved.[52] For example, the 2.5 μg mL−1 of BMP-
2 or TGF-𝛽3 were covalently bound on a poly(oligo(ethlylene
glycol) methacrylate) scaffold to induce osteogenic or chondro-
genic differentiation of hMSCs, respectively; however, the in vivo
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regeneration was not well confirmed.[53] Recently, Jiang et al. pre-
pared the bilayered-silk scaffold loaded with the 200 μg mL−1 of
BMP-2 and 20 μg mL−1 of TGF-𝛽3, which were transplanted onto
the critical sized osteochondral defect of rabbit.[54] As a result,
the more calcified tissue and mature bone formation were found
in the implanted area than the control groups without growth
factors; however, empty fissures were observed in the cartilage
area and connective tissues were also found in the subchondral
bone area.[54] The deficient regeneration might be caused by
the off-targeted and inconsistent delivery of growth factors.[55]

Unlike these approaches, the biphasic construct developed in
our approach contained the composite spheroids (BS and TS),
which have specifically given the inductive signals to stem cells
in a stable manner with reduced amount of BMP-2 (totally 1.8 μg)
or TGF-𝛽3 (totally 0.9 μg) from the inside of a spheroid, showed
the more effective differentiation of stem cells (Figure 3), con-
tinuously reproduced the growth factors (Figure S4, Supporting
Information), and finally succeeded in volumetric regeneration
of critical sized osteochondral defect (Figure 7). To prepare a
biphasic construct, two scaffolds with different characteristics are
integrated through physical adhesion, use of biocompatible glues
such as fibrin, or sequential bio-printing. For example, Lorna et
al. physically fused a collagen layer (cartilage phase) with a miner-
alized collagen layer (bony phase) by a freeze-drying method,[56]

and Chen et al. attached a chondrogenic layer composed of a
chitosan/gelatin scaffold with an osteogenic layer composed
of an HA/chitosan/gelatin scaffold using fibrin glue.[57] These
approaches succeeded in the partial gluing of two layers, but sev-
eral apertures were observed between the layers of the construct,
which were attributed to in vivo delamination of cartilage and
subchondral bone.[56,57] The bio-printing method can resolve
this problem since the layers are printed sequentially without
separation.[17,58] For example, Wang et al. sequentially bio-printed
a silk fibroin biphasic construct using two bio-inks containing
either chondrocytes or BMSCs. However, it was difficult for the
printed cells to receive oxygen and instructive signals because of
diffusion limitation within the strand, resulting in poor viability
and spread.[17] Unlike these previous approaches, spontaneously
spreading and proliferating hADSCs from each spheroid of TS
and BS within the scaffold can act as an adhesive glue (Figure 4)
such that the prevalent cell–cell interactions connect the two dis-
tinct layers (each BS and TS organized chamber) stably without
delamination. Our results imply that fusion by sprouting and
proliferating cells can induce the stable joining of cartilage and
bony layers without the problems of delamination and compro-
mised cell viability. Although the biphasic constructs developed
from previous studies were designed to stimulate chondrogenic
or osteogenic differentiation of stem cells (or tissue-specific cells)
loaded in separate layers, uncontrolled differentiation has been
reported.[59,60] For example, MSCs loaded in a cartilage layer (algi-
nate/hyaluronic hydrogel) were dedifferentiated into osteogenic
cells because of intensive osteoinductive signals from an adher-
ent bony layer (BMP-2 immobilized nanofiber).[59] In addition,
a previous study of a biphasic scaffold with chondrocyte-laden
hydrogels (cartilage layer) and MSC-laden PCL scaffolds (bony
layer) demonstrated that the majority of stem cells differentiated
into chondrocytes because of chondrogenic growth factors
secreted from the chondrocytes, which diminished the direction
of osteogenesis of stem cells in the bony layer.[60] Furthermore,

the lamella structured bone was not found after transplanting
the same group onto a defect of minipig.[60] In contrast, the IHC
images of BS/TS demonstrated that the majority of hADSCs
from BS loaded area was positive only for Col1a and those
from TS only for Col2a because the entrapped BMP-2 or TGF-𝛽3
within each spheroid induced differentiation independently (Fig-
ure 5d,f). Thus, the cells within and spread from BS or TS could
retain their osteogenic or chondrogenic characteristics and were
not dedifferentiated. The biphasic construct was cultured in gen-
eral media. The independent spatially controlled differentiation
of stem cells was confirmed, as shown in Figure 5d–g, demon-
strating that the number of cells positive for Col1a gradually
decreased, while that for Col2a gradually increased within the
intermediate area (Area 2). These results indicate that sprouting
cells retained either chondrogenic or osteogenic lineage from TS
or BS, respectively, while forming the interface in the biphasic
structure. Taken together, our biphasic scaffold manufactured by
hierarchical assembly of spatially organized composite spheroids
was not only a new type of therapeutic approach but also solved
scientific limitations such as inconsistent delivery of growth
factors, delamination of bilayers, insufficient biocompatibility
of chemical glue, stem cell dedifferentiation, and limited in vivo
volumetric regeneration of critical sized defect.

The bone or cartilage regeneration occurs simultaneously and
not independently reproduced following the endochondral os-
sification steps involving the replacement of hyaline cartilage
with bony tissue.[61] During this process, the perichondrium sur-
rounding hyaline cartilage becomes infiltrated with blood ves-
sels and osteoblasts, and changes into a periosteum.[61] The os-
teoblasts form a collar of compact bone around the diaphysis, and
penetrate the disintegrating cartilage to replace it with spongy
bone.[62] This forms a primary ossification center, and the ossifi-
cation continues from this center toward the ends of the bones.
When the ossification is complete, the hyaline cartilage is totally
replaced by bone except in two edge areas.[63] A region of hyaline
cartilage remains over the surface of the epiphysis as the articular
cartilage.[63] The TGF family proteins including the BMP-2 and
TGF-𝛽3 are known to upregulate this endochondral ossification
process and cross-reactivity regardless of their types, however, the
BMP-2 specifically induced final ossification and maturation of
osteoblasts to form the bony tissue while the TGF-𝛽3 induced
cartilaginous tissue formation and mineralization.[64,65] The PCR
analysis demonstrated that the TGF-𝛽3 also induced osteogenesis
to some extent but not to the extent that of BMP-2, for example,
the Runx2 expression of the cells within TS and BS loaded cham-
bers showed 23.2 ± 6.1 and 56.6 ± 9.1 times greater than that
of PS, respectively (Figure S9a, Supporting Information). In con-
trast, the BMP-2 also induced chondrogenesis to some extent but
not to the extent that of TGF-𝛽3, for example, the AGG expression
of the cells from BS and TS organized chambers showed 22.1 ±
2.7 and 52.1 ± 1.5 times greater than that of PS, respectively (Fig-
ure S9b, Supporting Information). The light reddish or blue color
in TS (alizarin red S staining) or BS (alcian blue staining) loaded
area from the biphasic construct could be explained by the weak
chondrogenic effect of BMP-2 and osteogenic effect of TGF-𝛽3
(Figure 5b). In our previous study, we demonstrated that the im-
mobilized growth factors were stably retained on synthetic fibers
and entrapped within a composite spheroid, so we are convinced
that the regeneration of cartilage and bone was not directed by the
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leakage of growth factors.[66] Taken together, the BMP-2 and TGF-
𝛽3 appeared to show weak cross-relativity for chondrogenic and
osteogenic differentiation of stem cells, respectively; however, the
sustained exposure of the hADSCs to BMP-2 and TGF-𝛽3 within
each spheroid directed strong osteogenic and chondrogenic dif-
ferentiation, respectively.

The in vivo groups were prepared as Defect, Chamber (a com-
monly used biocompatible scaffold without stem cells), PS (a
chamber loads with composite stem cell spheroids without de-
livery of any inductive signals), and BS/TS (a chamber loaded
with stem cell spheroids in which the top and bottom spheroids
were prepared with fibers immobilized with TGF-𝛽3 and BMP-
2, respectively). Given that, we would like to test hypotheses
that the Chamber group could fill the volume of critical sized
defect by guiding the infiltration of tissues and the PS group
would enhance regeneration by stem cell transplantation that
might solve the problems such as delamination, and the forma-
tion of fissures. However, we also anticipated that stem cells with-
out spatially controlled delivery of appropriate inductive signals
would not lead to hierarchically assembly of spontaneously dif-
ferentiating spheroids within chambers, and thus, we hypoth-
esized that the final BS/TS group could induce mature carti-
lage and subchondral bone formation in a spatially controlled
manner. Connective tissues migrate rapidly and cover a defect
area in osteochondral tissue to block an infection from exter-
nal factors, and thin compact bones are formed following a pre-
generated fibrous layer.[67] However, this compact bone formed
near the cartilage area often disturbs cartilage regeneration be-
cause the highly mineralized bony structure extinguishes chon-
drogenic cell migration and inhibits chondrocyte differentiation
and chondral ossification.[67] Likewise, regenerated tissues in the
Defect group showed CT and an adherent thin compact bone
layer (CB) in the cartilage area (Figure 6e), while the internal
subchondral layer remained hollow with tissues rarely formed
(Figure 6c,e). In contrast, the structures were not found in the
chamber-implanted groups, which indicated that the chamber
slowed the rapid infiltration of fibrous tissues in the cartilage area
and secured a space for hard tissue regeneration (Figure 6e–h).
The use of human stem cells in rabbit skeletal tissue regenera-
tion has been used often and safely without severe side effects;
for example, human limbal niche cells, human umbilical cord
blood-derived MSCs, hADSCs, and hBMSCs have been trans-
planted in rabbit limb, articular cartilage, and bone defect with-
out inflammatory tissue formation.[68–70] The PLLA fibers have
been widely used because of their biocompatibility.[71] One study
demonstrated that the small amount of PLLA (<10 g) did not re-
duce pH in physiological environment, nor increase IL-6 expres-
sion of macrophages. [72] In addition, a few hundred mg of PLLA
scaffold implanted in the coronary arteries of miniature pig re-
vealed only 1.2 times increased inflammatory and fibrosis score
than the control group.[73] We previously used similar fibers in
various animal and defect models using mouse.[28,74] Those in
vivo results proved that ≈300 μg of PLLA fibers showed complete
degradation within eight weeks without causing any severe in-
flammatory response in mouse model.[66] Similarly, the 270 μg of
PLLA fibers were incorporated within the PS or BS/TS groups in
this study, and they appeared to be fully degraded after 12 weeks
in the defect area, and no sign of inflammatory response stained
for multi-nucleated cells (macrophages) was found (Figure 6g,h).

Unlike the small amount of incorporated PLLA fibers, the rela-
tively large volume of PCL chamber might induce the inflamma-
tory response during degradation, which was shown in the H&E
staining image of the Chamber group, revealing several inflam-
matory fibrous tissues (Figure 6f). Interestingly, the inflamma-
tory tissues were not found in the groups of PS and BS/TS con-
taining hADSC spheroids (Figure 6g,h), which may have been
due to the previous report that stem cells in mesenchymal affilia-
tion could decrease Th2-mediated immune response and foreign
body reaction.[75,76]

The most common preclinical osteochondral defect model is
the use of the trochlear groove of target animal because it is pos-
sible to evaluate both bone and cartilage regeneration from the
articular cartilage and subchondral bone structure.[77] The criti-
cal size of osteochondral defect varies depending on the sizes of
animal; for example, 1.4 mm (diameter) × 1.0–2.0 mm (depth)
in rat, 3.0–4.0 mm (diameter) × 3.0–5.0 mm (depth) in rabbit,
and 4.0 mm (diameter) × 10–12 mm (depth) in dog.[77,78] Thus,
the cylindrical critical sized defect (4 mm diameter × 3 mm
depth) on the femoral trochlear groove of rabbit was created fol-
lowing the previously well-established surgical procedures.[13,79]

Stem cell spheroids could be used as building blocks for bone
and cartilage by intensively interacting with host tissues while
secreting regenerative cytokines and proteins at defect sites.[21,41]

However, it is difficult to support the maturation of cartilage and
bone when spheroids are transplanted without carriers. For ex-
ample, a previous study transplanted 770 adipose-derived mes-
enchymal stromal cell-spheroids onto an osteochondral defect in
vivo without a supportive scaffold and observed a large volume of
fissures and formation of bulky fibrocartilage in the defect area.
The limited regeneration seems to be caused by failure of sta-
ble localization of the spheroids at the defect site.[80] To solve
this limitation, MSC spheroids were pre-positioned within carri-
ers such as alginate/hyaluronic hydrogel, decellularized matrix,
and 3D-printed PCL scaffold before transplantation.[53,54] How-
ever, the regeneration was not improved dramatically because
the spheroids could not be differentiated specifically into carti-
lage or bone without induction of osteogenic or chondrogenic
growth factors.[83] In our previous study, we demonstrated that
both instructive growth factors and carriers for spheroids were
necessary for formation of mature bone in a mouse calvarial
bone defect.[66] Consistent with previous studies, the PS incor-
porating microchamber transplanted group (with spheroids and
without growth factors) showed the more immature bone and
fibrocartilages in the defect area than did the Defect and Cham-
ber groups (without spheroids) but showed less mature articu-
lar cartilage and lamella structured bones than did the BS/TS
group (with composite spheroids incorporating growth factors)
group (Figure 7a–d). Furthermore, HNA-stained nuclei (Figure
S6d, Supporting Information) indicated that transplanted human
cells within spheroids successfully participated in the process of
regeneration.

From histological analysis of the BS/TS group, the void ar-
eas where the PCL strands had been located (P; Figure 6h),
the small cartilage-fissures generated during the surgery (Fig-
ure 6h), and the HNA-stained nuclei in the regenerated tissue
(Figure S6d, Supporting Information) evidence that the histolog-
ical cross section was performed precisely at the BS/TS trans-
planted site. Interestingly, the image of the BS/TS group reveals
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accelerated degradation of PCL strands relative to the Chamber
and PS groups (Figure 7a,b). The rapid degradation of PCL in
the BS/TS group might be explained by two mechanisms. First,
BMP-2 and TGF-𝛽3 might have advanced the tissue remodeling
process, leading to resorption of damaged tissue and degrada-
tion of synthetic materials by immune cells and prevalent hy-
drolytic enzymes.[84,85] Second, the greater number of cells might
have induced rapid host tissue ingrowth toward the transplanted
chamber that then was replaced rapidly with neo-tissue by the
macrophages participating in the remodeling process.[86,87] Pre-
vious research found that PCL scaffold seeded with 2 × 106 cells
accelerated the degradation of PCL strands relative to that with 1
× 106 cells in a rat calvarial bone defect for eight weeks.[87] Taken
together, the results of in vivo histological analysis demonstrated
that the biphasic construct hierarchically organizing BS and TS
simultaneously regenerated large volumes of articular cartilage
and trabecular bone.

In summary of the in vivo results, we demonstrated that the
more regenerated tissue filled the void defect area in the Cham-
ber group than the Defect only group despite the prevalence of
fibrous tissue, and the PS group revealed the more tissue for-
mation than Chamber group while the dual layers were tightly
bridged together by the transplanted cell–cell interactions. How-
ever, the mature cartilage and bony tissue was rarely founded in
both PS and Chamber groups due to the absence of inductive
signals. Meanwhile, the BS/TS group showed that the mature ar-
ticular cartilage formation and the lamella structured trabecular
bone tissues localized on each cartilage and subchondral bone
area, and the porous spaces from the chamber and fissures were
dramatically decreased than the other groups. Furthermore, the
transplanted cells from PS and BS/TS groups were stably located
with the host cartilage and subchondral bone tissues.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we designed a 3D construct carrying composite
spheroids of hADSCs that were hybridized with growth factor-
immobilized fibers. The in vitro analysis demonstrated that the
uncontrolled differentiation found in stem cells in a biphasic
scaffold was resolved with selective TGF-𝛽3 or BMP-2 signals to
hADSCs within composite spheroids. Furthermore, the potential
for delamination in a biphasic structure, which can separate the
cartilage layer from the subchondral bone region, was addressed
since spreading and proliferating cells from each spheroid fused
at the intermediate region, forming a strongly attached osteo-
chondral construct. Finally, in vivo transplantation of the biphasic
construct demonstrated the combined regeneration of cartilage
and bone tissue similar to that of a natural osteochondral tissue-
like structure, which has been difficult to achieve in previous
tissue engineering applications. Individually, the PD-coated mi-
crochambers had a role in holding the spheroids on the cartilage
or subchondral bone area, and the composite spheroids induced
articular cartilage regeneration in the TS and stimulated lamella
structured trabecular bone formation in BS. Thick connective
tissues in the cartilage area, abnormal cartilaginous tissue, and
un-mineralized tissues in subchondral bone, which are frequent
in regenerated osteochondral tissue following transplantation of
biphasic constructs, were rare in the BS/TS transplant group.
These findings support our 3D biphasic construct with hierarchi-

cal assembly of spatially organized composite spheroids and di-
rected induction of chondrogenic and osteogenic differentiation
as an advanced therapeutic tool for osteochondral tissue regener-
ation similar to that of natural cartilage and bone tissues.

5. Experimental Section
Experimental details are included in the Supporting Information.
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